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60 years ago…..

• early ‘pioneers’ from cosmic ray physics (eg JT)
• or solar astronomy (eg me)

• Sun the only known x-ray source in 1956 when I joined 
UCL Rocket Group  - as yet with no rocket

• expectations higher for UV and Gamma-ray sources
- one reason why ESRO was slow to respond 



Wider context: Sputnik (1957): NASA (1958): CERN (1959) 

1964 ESRO formed – with UK as largest funder
1968 ESRO-2, ESRO-1, HEOS-1 launched, but no x-ray mission planned

although ….
1962/3  first cosmic x-ray sources detected by Giacconi and Friedman 

and Skylark observations from Woomera in 1967
----------------

1967 X-ray proposal to ESRO (COS-A) rejected due to impact on COS-B gamma-ray 
observatory

-------------
1969 Astro group recommends lunar occultation mission – with similar (source i.d.) 
objectives to COS A
1971 LPAC approval of HELOS for ESTEC study for start in 1975, and launch in 1979.

--------------
• Financial crisis led to further delay – with ESRO + ELDO >> ESA in 1975
• 1983 launch with modified payload but deep space orbit retained



EXOSAT (1983-86)

• first X-ray satellite in deep space orbit
– real-time operations and continuous 

monitoring
– first dedicated guest observer facility

• Over 1800 successful observations of galactic 
and extragalactic x-ray sources 

• Strong user support form ESA with “science 
quality” data products and software tools 
available online

• A model later transferred to GSFC to become 
the foundation of NASA’s HEASARC

• Combination of MEDA and CMA detectors 
provided unique broad-spectrum X-ray 
spectra 

• ‘Long looks’ in final months a great success



19 February 1987



EXOSAT Legacies

• EXOSAT Results Database: online data archive from 1989
• Strong user support and provided a model for future x-ray  

missions
• Deep space orbit adopted for Chandra and XMM-Newton

but perhaps even more important for the longer term…..

led to a strong European community of (relatively young) x-
ray astronomers, including the EXOSAT operations team:

Lorella Angellini, Paul Barr, Lucio Chiappetti, Thierry Courvoisier, Paolo Giommi, 
Manfred Gottwald, Frank Haberl, Julian Osborne, Arvind Parmar, Andy Pollock, Luigi 
Stella, Gianpiero Tagliaferri, Michiel van der Klis and Nick White



contributing to the choice of XMM-Newton as a Cornerstone of 
Horizon 2000

XMM-Newton



XMM: A Long-Lived Orbiting X-Ray Multi-Mirror Observatory 

J Bleeker , A Brinkman , J Culhane , L Koch-Miramond , K Pounds , H 
Schnopper , E Silver , G Spada , B Taylor , J Trümper

Physica Scripta, Volume 1984, T7 

• XMM is a third generation X-ray astronomy mission in which the 
artificial boundary between astronomy and astrophysics disappears. 
This long lived orbiting observatory brings sensitivity improvements 
of > 10 over existing missions (EINSTEIN, EXOSAT, ROSAT). It will be 
capable of finding and studying in detail either the furthest quasars 
……..



Now … in 2019… 

• (with Chandra) placed x-ray astronomy firmly on a par with 
ground-based astronomy 

• further broadened and strengthened the international x-ray 
community (extending over 42 nations),

• yielded a high quality catalogue of more than half a million x-
ray sources – a key component of the ‘multi-messenger 
future of astronomy and cosmology

Over 20 years of successful operation, XXM-Newton is 
building it’s own legacy, having:



while further strengthening Europe’s scientific, 
technological  - and political – confidence to 
lead the first global XRA Observatory

Over to you ESA for X-ray mission no. 3 !





Martin Turner

a lifetime contribution 
to X-ray astronomy  

Martin Turner

a lifetime contribution 
to X-ray astronomy  
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In celebrating the success of EXOSAT and XMM-Newton 
perhaps is also a good time to  recall some heroic 
colleagues no longer with us. One such is Martin Turner:

with a final gift of data enabling me to have a busy post-retirement  



EXOSAT (1983 - 1986) – a timely ESA mission

ME instrument 
- PCS with a total area of 1600 cm2

and 45 arcmin FWHM f.o.v. 
- offset capability of half array and 
Be body detectors to reduce deep 
space background

‘long looks’ in final months 

a science bonus



Pioneers on the shoulders of ….

COSPAR meeting at The Hague in March 1959
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EXOSAT  1983-86  - a pioneering first European X-ray 
astronomy mission
• Deep space orbit
• Uniquely broad spectral cover
• Operated as a true international observatory

XMM-Newton  1999  -
highest photon grasp of any current x-ray observatory

• Best for timing
• And for spectroscopy
• Opening new fields of study, eg powerful AGN winds



COS-A/B  >>>  HELOS  >>>  EXOSAT

• COS A - modified Oda telescope proposal made in 1967/8 to obtain better source positions.
Rejected by COS WG (probably correct decision) in favour of a gamma ray mission…

• COS B launched in August 1975 from WTR, cataloguing  ~ 25 gamma ray sources 

• Meanwhile support built up for a European x-ray mission T
• Connie Dilworth suggested lunar occultation with similar science aims
• Successful rocket expts by NRL (Crab) and Leicester (GX 3+1)

• HELOS chosen by new Astro advisory group and selected for study by LPAC and in 1973 for start in 1975 
and launch in 1979

• EXOSAT launched from WTR on a USAF Delta in May 1983
• Highly eccentric orbit with 90.6 hour period – becoming the orbit of choice in XRA



A discouraging report from US colleagues as EXOSAT was being prepared for launch

But Nature didn’t let us down….



EXOSAT

Discovery that short-timescale 
variability is common in Seyferts

Long-term monitoring of Galactic and extragalactic sources with EXOSAT ME

“Dippers” - X-ray signature of LMXB at last orbital/spin modulation of mCVs




